
Chargeable with
an outlet at home

Powerful

Easy 

Rechargeable 

 battery

　　Quiet

 100V outlet is available.

■Please ask to your dealer about the price. ■Please note that the specification or the equipment may be changed without notice. ■Please note that the actual color of Oh! Snow may be different 
from the color of printing of this leaflet. ■Please ask the stock for our dealer before the order, as it may be out of the stock.■Please ask to the nearest sales office about products or leaflet etc.

to operate for anybody

with electrical power

with an outlet

Battery type 
electrical snowplow

Standard ModelDX Model

Thank you for your cooperation of the recycling of the battery.
Please do not leave or dispose the used battery and put it together with general waste.

Danger
For the safety usage of “Oh! Snow”, please take care of the below cation labels. 

It shows the risk of the 
possibility to be death or 
have serious injury by your 
incorrect handling.

Warning
It shows the possible risk to be 
death or have serious injury by 
your incorrect handling.

Caution 
It shows the possible risk to have 
injury, physical or property damage 
by your incorrect handling.

By the correct operation, Safety snow removal is realized.
Please certainly read the instruction manual well, before start the machine.

Please read the instruction manual certainly, and use it with understanding 
method of operation.
Never close your face, hands and legs to a part of rotor or snow removal 
section while the machine is operating.
Please switch off and pull out the key when inspection and maintenance.
Please pay attention well around people, windows and cars when you 
operate the machine.
Please use this machine in private area.
Please ask the details to a dealer.
Please note that the snow removal capability and operating time may be 
changed depends on snow quality or work condition.
Please do daily check or periodic inspection certainly.
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*1

*2

*3

The speed may be changed, depends on the situation 
and the battery charge remaining.
The battery charge time will be changed, depends on the 
situation. Please charge it indoors.
When the battery doesn’t work well : for about 15 hours, in 
the case of the first charging time, the long time interval 
after the last usage (more than 1~2 months and more) 
and the recharge after the snow removal (1~2 weeks and 
more)

Promotion
 video

Oh! Snow is not only for winter but also for outdoor leisure and an emergency.

For outdoor leisure
and as an emergency
power at the blackout.

If you would like to work consecutively…

Battery case set

（Option）

Vertical placing stand (For ER-801DX)

53cm 100cm

In off-season, it is possible
 to fold the handle 

and place it vertically.

*Please take off the battery from the main body when you keep the machine vertically.

53cm × 100cm

Extensive Option Lineup

 

　　

Name Oh! Snow
Model 
Overall length 
Overall width
Height
Weight
Snow removal width
Blade height

Speed (km/h)

Motor
Battery Type
Battery capacity
Continuous snow removal work time 
Light

Charger

Advance0~2.7
Backward0~1.9 

(Non-step speed adjusting/*1)

Advance2.5~2.7
Backward1.7~1.9 
(Fixed speed adjusting/*1)

LED light (24V 18W 1300Lumen) standard equipment
Power
Power consumption
Charging time

1,370mm
820mm
980mm
65kg

800mm

DC brush motor 24V-250W×2

24V/20AH
about 70 minutes

AC100V (50Hz-60Hz)
Max.180W

full charge (nominal cycle) : about 5 hours (*2*3)

ER-801ER-801DX

Sealed lead acid battery

330mm

Oh! Snow turns into just 53cm×100cm size 
when you fold the handle.

Rubber scraper
It prevents the blade from damaging tiles and bricks.

Seat cover
Protecting machine’ s main body from rain, snow and dust.

Smooth with the power of the electricity

Charging type

eco
e

Electric russell snowplow
Oh  Snow

If you have a mobile or smart 
phone with QR code reading 
function, you can access easily 
due to the reading of the right 
QR code in this leaflet. 

Easy access by QR code is here.

NEW

In off-season, it’s possible to fold 
the handle and place it vertically.

It doesn’t need 
large space.

NEW

Japan 
Patent O�ce

Director General
Encouraging Prize

in 2015

Head Office:
1-259 Satonosawa,Sanbongi, Towada City,Aomori Prefecture,
034-8618,JAPAN
E-mail: international@sasaki-corp.co.jp
HomePage  http://www.sasaki-corp.co.jp/english/index.htm

For inquiries and purchase at...

The details of this catalogue is effective at May, 2016.

ER ー 801ER ー 801DX



Right / Left
      turn button

It’s very quiet because of the electrical battery. You can 
work“Oh! Snow”quietly at residential even early in the 
morning. It’s the most suitable to remove the snow at 
residential and in the front of the shops such as not to be 
able to launch the snow. And it’s very comfortable for the 
operators with very low vibration.

33cm
Blade height

Fresh snow
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　20〜25cm

Quiet and Powerful! 
Electric Russell snowplow 
which can be charged at home. 
Just turn on the switch to start snow removal.

Continuous working 
time after the full 

charge of the battery

 min. 70
Snow removal width

cm80
Snow removal area

㎡/h300 About

Electric
drive

The aim of the snow removal height

(*2)

*2 In the case of the work at pavement surface road with the fresh snow, the loaded height 15cm. 
(Researched by Sasaki) In the case of the work for 20 minutes to 10m×10m area.

*1 Firm snow means the snow after a couple of days. 
　Hardened snow means the snow that is the loaded by the snowplow car.

*3 In the case of the work at pavement surface road with the outside air temperature -4 ℃, 
with the fresh snow, the loaded height 15cm. (Researched by Sasaki) The value may be changed 
depends on the snow quality, the work environment and outside temperature.

(*3)

Battery charger is a standard equipment.

 You take off the battery from the 
main part and charge it with a 
house power supply socket 
easily. In the case of nominal 
cycle, it takes about 5 hours to 
complete charging.

Suitable snow 
for Oh! Snow (*1)

Grip the handle.

It runs 
when you grasp.

It stops 
when you release.

ER ー 801DX

Foldable handle
Anybody can assemble the handle easily 
and store the machine compactly in 
off-season because the foldable handle 
without tools is equipped. 

Vertical placing stand (option) helps 
housing it compactly.

Non-step 
speed adjusting

Anybody can move DX Model and remove 
snow because it’s possible to adjust the 
speed for the operators with non-step speed 
adjusting lever.

*The speed might be changed depends on the situation and 
the battery remaining.

You can adjust the suitable speed for you.

It’s possible to fold the handle 
compactly without tools.

It’s easy to operate with fixed speed.

Advance0~2.7km/h・Backward0~1.9km/h (*)
Fast

Fast

Slow

Tilting blade
It’s able to change the blade angle. 
Moreover, the side guard plates are 
detachable without tools.

30°

0°

30°

You can change the blade angle 
within 30° from side to side.

Easy turn
You can turn DX Model easily 
when you move it.

“Easy turn” is equipped to take different turns easily for 
everybody. The operation is very simple. Just push the 
button handy while grasping the handle. It gets easy to 
control DX Model at the corner of narrow road and house it 
into the garage.

It’s easy to turn from right to left 
because the motors are equipped on 
both of right and left sides. Easy turn

When you move it

Only

With its enhanced equipment, 
it gets easier for anybody to remove the snow.DX Model 

With its simple equipment, 
you can remove the snow easily.Standard Model

Twin motor drive 

Just one lever switches advance and backward.
Just one lever switches advance and backward when you 
operate the standard model. Safety structure; it runs when you 
grasp the handle and it stops when you release the handle. 
Slow start structure; slow traveling at the start time, and will be 
gradually faster in microcomputer control. Moreover the 
backward runs slower than the forward. (30% slower than 
advance speed)

More functions! (DX Model and Standard Model have functions in common.)

It’s easy to discard or move snow 
with the blade that can be 
up-and-down with a light force.

Be small to house

DX Model turns into just 
53cm×100cm size 
when you fold the handle. 

The most suitable to removal the 
snow for long distance.

Quiet & Low Vibration

Powerful

Anybody can use it easily 
by 3 steps.

Chargeable with a house 
electrical power supply socket.

You don’t need the useless 
power to remove the snow by the 
250W Twin motor and Powerful 
crawler drive. You just push it 
easily with the ordinary power.

And also for heavy snow which is loaded by the snowplow car.

Quiet and safe at residential Perfectly suits at narrow place and by the car

ER-801

Turn on 
the power switch.

1

3

Ray the lever on “Advance” 
position.

2

Up-and-down tilting blade

It prevents the snow spilling from 
the side with side guard plate. You 
carry out the snow mass break it 
easily after the snowplow car has 
passed.

Side guard plates

A grade-up wide crawler can work 
on the snowy road with steady.

Wide crawler

It is comfortable to operate the 
machine in early in the morning and 
evening. Moreover, it is helpful at 
the blackout and for outdoor 
leisure.

  Standard equipment:
LED light

Easy to put on and    
remove battery by 
lever operation with 
a single touch.

Battery case fixing lever

It can carry snow smoothly.

Scraper

Advance

Backward

The motors directly drive crawlers.

Option

53cm 100cm
* Please take off the battery when you place it vertically.

Soft and fresh snow

Firm snow under 
the weight

Hardened snow

Melting snow

Frozen snow

Snow removal force 
(The machine’s pushing force)

65kg～70kg

Overall height 
(when the handle is folded)

53cm

Smooth with the power of the electricity Oh  Snow

Power Consumption is
 Only 180W(Max.)

per a single charge.




